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Lead Utility operator with hands-on overhauling and corrective maintenance of 
pumps like a single-stage, horizontal type pumps. Changing casing, impeller, 
bearings, mechanical seals, sleeves, etc. Seeking a position where I can utilize my
education and learn new experiences enabling me to be a contributing team 
member. Looking forward to improving my existing skills and having the 
opportunity for continuous improvement.

AUGUST 2005 – MARCH 2010
LEAD UTILITY OPERATOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Maintains safe and efficient boiler operation including maintaining productive 
boiler combustion, maximize generation, manage in-plant power consumption, 
operates facility within all applicable permits.

 Detects and responds to changing conditions with regard to maximizing plant 
safety and efficiency.

 Coordinate, direct and train all subordinates as required.
 Oversees the operation of plant equipment and dispatch operators for local 

monitoring for safe operation.
 Works with maintenance to troubleshoot problems and ascertains the probable 

cause.
 Reads meters and gauges or automatic recording devices at specified intervals 

to verify operating conditions.
 Records data such as the temperature of equipment, hours of operation, fuel 

consumed, temperature or pressure, water levels, analysis of flue gases, 
voltage load and generator balance.

2002 – 2005
ASSOCIATE UTILITY OPERATOR  - ABC CORPORATION

 Responsible for maintaining and monitoring plant scrubber equipment for 
efficient and safe plant operations, reacting to alarms by taking corrective and 
necessary actions to execute plant start-up or shut down procedures.

 Performed maintenance; making operational adjustments required for continued
treatment of scrubber mix feed process.

 Inspected, scrubber mix feed at various processing stages, from lime-recycle 
ash silos to mix feed tanks to spray machines.

 Serviced and operated Boiler Auxiliary system equipment, pumps, fans, air 
compressors, chemical feed, flow measuring, and chemical disposal equipment.

 Performed daily scrubber record-keeping on lube oil racks and water 
temperatures.

 Utilized plant pickup truck and bobcat to work at multiple worksites to perform 
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scrubber related essential functions.
 Performed all scrubber LOTO procedures.

EDUCATION

BS - 2001

SKILLS

Microsoft Office Suite, Machine Operating, Inventory Work, Retail Sales, Stock Shelve, 
Customer Service, Painting, And Staining.
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